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Executive Summary
Provision and sustainable access to rural water is key for improvements in health and
livelihoods. The UN estimates 400 million rural Africans are not connected to piped water
services, and universal access to water hinges on fast-tracked development of groundwater.
Nonetheless, emphasis on new water infrastructure obscures a hidden crisis of failure. The World
Bank has done extensive work on functionality of rural water supplies, and puts premature failure
or downtime for extended periods at 30-40% of groundwater systems. According to the World Bank
between $1.2 to $1.5 billion has been lost over the past 20 years as a result of handpump failure
across Africa. Lost benefits include improved health, nutrition, time savings; learning environments.
Improving the evidence base around groundwater availability and management in SubSaharan Africa (SSA) will enable developing countries to use groundwater in a sustainable way –
in particular, to benefit the poor. The Assignment entailed district-level water supply sustainability
analysis. The findings will contribute to complementary data about institutional (district-level)
factors, which affect the functionality of rural boreholes fitted with handpumps.
The report presents findings from focus group discussions (FGDs) conducted with districtlevel water supply stakeholders in Luwero (central Uganda), Oyam (northern), and Kumi and
Budaka (eastern) districts. Data collection was conducted using a sustainability analysis tool, and
the FGDs sought consensus with respect to the strength of the water supply sector in each District.
The assessment identified a number of strengths across rural water supply services in the four
districts. District-level stakeholders demonstrated high interest in provision and sustainability of
rural water services. Still, influence on water supply varied from moderate to high, with few cases
of low influence attributed to limited say on allocation of sector resources. The assessments also
confirmed disparities between national policy and practice with respect to water supply services.
Threats to functionality of rural groundwater supply were identified. The underlying causes
of handpump failure did not show much variance across assessed districts, with three causes
standing out: poor construction practices, weak management models, and lack of ownership.
The district water supply sustainability analysis established that the enabling environment is
fairly strong. Building blocks for rural water supply at district level were assessed as either in
transitional or fully-transitioned. It is the Consultant’s opinion that two decades of implementing
Uganda’s decentralization policy has strengthened core functions for rural water service delivery.
Introduced in 1997 under the Local Government Act of 1997, a previously highly centralized
Ugandan state has gradually turned into a decentralized one after the transfer of powers, functions
and services from the central government to local (district and sub-county) councils. District water
supply also benefits from mentorship and support via various central government structures.
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Abbreviations
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Hand-pump Mechanics
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Local Government
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National Development Plan
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1.

Introduction

1.1

Background to the UPGro Project

WaterAid is part of the UPGro Programme, a seven-year research programme (2013-2020)
focused on improving the evidence base around groundwater availability and management in
Sub-Saharan Africa (SSA). The aim of the programme is to enable developing countries and
partners in SSA to use groundwater in a sustainable way in order to benefit the poor. UPGro has two
phases:


Catalyst Phase (2013-2015): 15 one-year projects, undertaken in 14 countries



Consortium Phase (2015-2019): five projects working across nine countries

The ‘Hidden Crisis: Unlocking the Potential of Groundwater for the Poor (UPGro)’ component
of the Programme is a multi-disciplinary research project aimed at developing a robust evidence base
of the large-scale status of rural groundwater supply functionality – largely focused on boreholes fitted
with handpumps. The project aims to understand the complex and multi-faceted causes which
underlie the current high failure rates of many new groundwater supplies in Africa, so that future
WASH investments can be more sustainable.
The Hidden Crisis project is being undertaken by an interdisciplinary team of established
researchers in physical and social sciences. The research partnership is led by the British
Geological Survey, and includes WaterAid, Makerere University, Overseas Development Institute,
Sheffield University, Malawi University, and the Governments of Uganda, Malawi and Ethiopia.

1.2. District Sustainability Assessments
The Assignment entailed district-level water supply sustainability analysis, with the four districts
of interest spread across three of Uganda’s four regions; viz.: Luwero (central), Oyam (northern), and
Kumi and Budaka (eastern). The assessments generated complementary data about institutional
(district-level) factors, which affect the functionality of rural boreholes fitted with hand pumps.
In order to identify strengths and weaknesses of rural water supply services in the four
districts, and by extension Uganda’s water sector, the Consultant convened district-level water
supply stakeholders in each district with the support of WaterAid Uganda. A sustainability analysis
tool was deployed to guide participants in the focus group discussions (FGDs) – to attain consensus
with respect to the strength of the water supply sector in each District. The aforementioned tool was
further utilised to generate district-specific scores, and the same informed this Report.
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2.

Influence & Interest

This chapter explains the influence and interest of relevant stakeholders in ensuring water
supply is delivered and sustained in the district. Participants in the consultations were drawn from
the district’s water, health, education, finance, gender, and community development offices. Other
stakeholders of interest included the district’s political leadership, private sector (hand pump
mechanics, contractors, and so on), community representatives, and WASH NGOs based in the
district.
The pictorial presentation on the next page captures the completed influence & interest grids
for each district. By and large, most participants in all districts demonstrated high interest in
sustainability of water services. Even so, the influence aspect for stakeholders was of varying degree.
The ins and outs of low to moderate influence captured across districts include, but not limited to:


Handpump mechanics and other private contractors rely on availability of funds (from both
district LG for major and WUCs for minor repairs, respectively) to fix emerging borehole issues.



Budget allocation towards community mobilisation and trainings is low, which limits follow-up of
WUCs, and subsequently, negatively impacts re-constituting and/or re-training WUCs.



The influence district officials have on WUCs to do their work without expecting monetary reward
is limited. Yet community-based management requires some form of volunteerism.



Politicians influence allocation of resources influence: the district council has final say on water
supply activities – including locations of handpumps due for rehabilitation.



Community representatives cited “engineering decisions” as hindrance to their level of
influence: while communities make formal requests for major borehole maintenance works, the
final decision is guided by various factors – including competing priorities.



District officials from key departments (health, education, and finance) reported moderate
influence as they implement decisions made elsewhere. For instance, unless aforesaid officials
are part of the District Water and Sanitation Coordination Committee (DWSCC) – whose
composition varies across districts – they indeed have limited say on resource allocation.

Participants that reported high influence more often than not have a say in resource allocation
for both new investments and O&M aspects of district water supply services. Individuals/agencies
with high influence (and high interest) in provision and sustainability of district water services include:


Politicians (district chairpersons, councillors)



Chief Accounting Officer (Chairs the Planning Committee)



District Water Office



WASH NGOs



Environmental Health Officer (Assistant DHO)



District Secretary for Works
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Fig 2-1: Influence & Interest Grids for the Districts

Luwero LG

Kumi LG

Budaka LG

Oyam LG
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3.

Roles & Responsibilities

The section clarifies the roles and responsibilities of those involved in ensuring water supply is delivered and sustained in the districts.
Participants were tasked to spell out what the national policy states in terms of responsibilities and what the reality on the ground is with respect to
water supply services. The results of the assessment for the four districts are presented in the following table.
Table 3-1: District Water Supply Roles and Responsibilities
Question

National Policy

Reality
Luwero

Who is responsible for ensuring
that people receive water
supply services?
Who is responsible for
operating the hand pump-based
water supply?
Who is responsible for carrying
out minor maintenance?

Government – both
national and local

Ministry of Water
via district local
government (LG)

Budaka

Kumi
Government via
Ministry of Water
and Environment

Government
Community

Users/Communities

Community

Oyam
Government
Community

Community-led user
Water User
committees
Committees (WUCs)

Water User
Committees (WUCs)

Community

Community

Community

Users – assisted by
Hand-pump
Mechanics

Community

Hand-pump
mechanics (HPM)

Hand-pump
mechanics (HPM)

Hand-pump
mechanics (HPM)

Who is responsible for paying
for minor maintenance?

Users/Communities

Community/Users

Community/Users

Community/Users

Community/Users

Who is responsible for carrying
out major maintenance?

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG via private
service providers
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Question

National Policy

Reality
Luwero

Who is responsible for paying
for major maintenance?
Who owns the hand-pumps?
(District, community)?

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

District LG – via
Central Govt
transfers

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

District LG

Community-led user
committees

Community with
guidance of district,
local leaders (LCI)

Water user
committees (WUCs)

Water user
committees (WUCs)

Who is responsible for setting
tariffs/payments?

Users/Communities

Community

Community with
guidance of district,
local leaders (LCI)

Who is responsible for
managing revenues?

Users/Communities

Community

WUCs

Who is responsible for
monitoring the performance of
these services across an area?

Users/Communities

District LG

DWO
HPM Association
Users (reporting)

Community/Users
Sub-county LG
District LG

Who is responsible for
supporting water user
committees and communities
with technical problems that
are beyond their ability to deal
with?

District LG

District LG

District LG
WHAVE (NGO)

Local Government

District LG
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DWO
HPM Association
Communities

District LG

Question

National Policy

Reality
Luwero

There are some issues that
handpump mechanics can’t fix
(e.g. borehole silting), who is
responsible for supporting
communities/committees with
these more complex issues?

District LG

District LG

Who is responsible for providing
finance for major maintenance
that goes beyond the ability of
the community to afford?

District LG (but
resource dependent)

District LG (but
resource
dependent)

When water user committees
stop working, who is
responsible for reforming
them?

1

District LG (but no
budget available)

District LG (but no
budget available)

Budaka

Kumi

District LG

District LG

Oyam

District LG

District LG (but
District LG (but
resource dependent) resource dependent)

District LG (but
resource dependent)

CDOs at both Subcounty and District
LG levels (but no
budget available)

District LG – via
water department
(DWO) (but no budget
available)

District LG (Asst.
DWO and CDO)1 (but
no budget available)

DWO = District Water Officer; CDO = Community Development Officer
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4.

Threats to Handpump Functionality

This section documents the multiple threats to handpump functionality in the districts.
Participants were tasked to identify the root causes of poor handpump functionality. The table on
the next page contains results for each district along six threat areas:


Environment and water resources



Technical



Financial



Social



Skills and know-how



Legal and institutional

Threats to handpump functionality that cut across district assessments are elaborated as follows:


Water quantity and quality: poor yield and quality featured in all the four districts. Participants
attributed the same to both environmental and technical causes. From changing climatic
conditions, catchment degradation to poor hydrological surveys (siting), a myriad of root
causes came. Environmental degradation via deforestation was attributed to rural poverty.



Workmanship: from rigid public procurement laws that put cost ahead of contractor capacity
to collusion with drilling supervisors, the fate of (some) handpumps is sealed from onset.



Low skills and know-how: decentralisation of service delivery to districts that often do not have
requisite human capital to manage borehole drilling contracts afflicts rural water supply.



Mismanagement of user-fees: whereas communities are responsible for addressing minor
repairs, handpump failures often take long to be addressed as collected funds could have
been diverted by WUCs. There are hardly accountability mechanisms to rein in WUCs that
misuse funds. It does not help budget limitations at district level render follow-up difficult.



Ownership: “tusaba gavumenti etuyambe” (we pray Government to help us) is a culture that
has evolved over the years, with far-reaching effects on community responsibilities for O&M.
Lack of ownership influences attitude towards O&M, and to some extent vandalism of
handpumps as they are seen to belong to government, not user-communities.



Handpump spares: the quality of materials used for both borehole installation and
rehabilitation was questioned in all the FGDs. As handpump spares are imported, Uganda
National Bureau of Standards (UNBS), the body tasked with ensuring counterfeit goods do
not end up in the local market came into the spotlight.



High turnover: handpump mechanics are painstakingly identified, trained and allocated per
sub-county by the district LG. Nonetheless, the mechanics are vulnerable to supply-demand
dynamics of the labour market – and often quit for greener pastures. The gap left by trained
mechanics is often filled by individuals that do not necessary have requisite O&M skills.
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Threats to Handpump Functionality

Threat Area

Budaka

Luwero

Environment &
Water Resources
Technical

Financial

Social

Skills & Know-how

Legal & Institutional

Kumi
 Poor water quality and yield
 Climate change
 Deforestation
 Low rainfall

Oyam

 Low water levels
 Falling water levels
 Catchment degradation

 Poor water quality
 Deforestation (due to poverty)
 Low rainfall (due to changing
climatic conditions)

 Poor handling of handpumps
by users
 Shoddy work by contractors
 Lack of periodic servicing
 Poor quality of materials
 Poor drilling equipment

 Low yield due to low water table,  Poor siting
poor siting and workmanship
 Poor quality of materials
 Low capacity of contractors
 Inadequate supervision of
(lowest bid procurement policy)
construction and/or
Inadequate technical supervision rehabilitation works

 Poor siting
 Poor quality of materials
 Poor contractor workmanship

 Inadequate LG funding
 High cost of replacement
materials
 Mismanagement of user fees

 Expensive spare parts
 Inadequate LG funding to meet
handpump maintenance needs

 Inadequate oversight on user
fees
 Demand outstrips hand-pump
supply leading to over-use
 Breakdown of trust due to
mismanagement of user fees

 Expensive spare parts
 Low Govt funding (15% of budget
allocation) for O&M
 Leakage of resources
(corruption)

 Low spirit of WUC to volunteer
 Overuse (high population)
 Perception water is a freebie
 Unwillingness of users to pay

 Low responsibility for O&M
 Over-usage and vandalism
 Dysfunctional user committees
 Poor handling by users

 Limited ownership: vandalism,  Community negligence, lack of
unwillingness to pay user fees
ownership, vandalism of pumps
 Dysfunctional water user
 Dysfunctional user committees
committees
 Delay to identify/report faults

 Inadequate knowledge on
pump calibration
 Poor borehole siting
 Poor hydrological surveys

 Incompetent/quack mechanics
 High turnover of trained pump
mechanics (greener pastures)

 Poor O&M: inadequate source
protection; quack mechanics
 High turnover of trained staff

 Inactive user committees
 Volunteerism of user
committees

 Inadequate legislation to address  Poor supply chain for spares
 Inadequate regulation of spares
counterfeit spare parts
 Inadequate standards and
 Absence of sustainability
 High taxes on spares
regulation of handpump spares strategy
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 Poor water quality (salty); yield
 Changing climatic conditions
 Deforestation
 Unfavourable geology

 Incompetent/quack mechanics
 High turnover of trained staff
 Poor management by WUCs

5.

Enabling Environment Assessment

The section is a presentation of the strength of the enabling environment (building blocks) at the district level. Participants were availed copies
of the district sustainability analysis grid; they discussed the same in their groups and ranked each of the eight functions key to sustainability of water
supply services. The results for each district’s sustainability assessment are presented in the tables that follow – one abridged, other comprehensive.

Fragile but
Strengthening2

Emergency WASH
Luwero

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

L

B

K

Coordination
Strategic planning
Financing

L1

Transitional
O

L

B

K

O

L1 L2

B13

K1

O1 O2

L2

B1 B2

L1 L2

K1 K2
K1

L1 L2

B1 B2

Accountability

L1 L2

B1

Monitoring

L1 L2

Service delivery

L1 L2
L1 L2

2

Letters represent assessed districts: L = Luwero, B = Budaka, K = Kumi, O = Oyam
B1 Assessment of building block by Group 1
4 B Assessment of building block by Group 2
2
3
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L

B

K

B24

K2

O1

B1 B2

Institutional
arrangement

Water Resources

Fully Transitioned
O

K1 K2

O2

K2

O2

O1 O2
O1
O1

B2

K1 K2

O2

K1

O1

B1 B2

K2

O2

K1

O1

B1 B2

K2

O2

K1

O1

B1 B2

K2

O2

Functional Area

Luwero

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

Coordination
Are all agencies working on water supply, as well as
other relevant agencies (e.g. health, education,
agriculture) working together under a coordination
body at the district/provincial level?

Yes – district WSCC
in place

Yes – district WSCC in
place

Yes – district WSCC
in place

Yes – district WSCC
in place

Does the coordination body meet regularly?

Yes – quarterly

Yes – quarterly

Yes – quarterly

Yes – quarterly

Do all water supply actors coordinate around one
single master plan (which may form part of a wider
district plan)?

No – actors use
discrete plans

Yes – the District
Masterplan

No – actors use
discrete plans

Yes – the District
Masterplan

Is coordination and integration led by government?

Yes – by district LG

Yes – by district LG

Yes – by district LG

Yes – by district LG

Yes – 5-year
development plan

Yes – 5-year plan,
anchored in NDP

Yes – 5-year plan,
anchored in NDP

Yes – 5-year plan,
anchored in NDP

No – Central Govt
avails template

No – Central Govt
avails template

Partly – life costing
piloted by Whave
(NGO)

No – Central Govt
avails template

No - investments not Yes – quarterly
linked to service
monitoring data
monitoring
informs investments

Yes – quarterly
monitoring data
informs
investments

Yes – quarterly
monitoring data
informs investments

No – buy-in not
sought

Yes – via Budget
conference

Yes – via Budget
conference

Strategic Planning
Is there a comprehensive district/provincial plan in
place for achieving universal access to water by 2030?
Is this plan based on full life cycle costs of waters
supply services?
Are investments within the plan based on up-to-date
service level monitoring data?

Is the plan government-owned with buy-in from all
relevant actors?

Yes – via Budget
conference

Financing
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Functional Area

Luwero

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

Is there sufficient fiscal decentralisation to the
district/province to finance sustained universal access
by 2030?

Partly – central
Govt influences
planning and
activities

Partly – planning is
central Govt and
budget-driven

Partly – central
Govt influences
planning and
activities

Partly – planning is
central Govt and
budget-driven

Have sources of funding been identified to finance all
aspects of the district plan? (taxes, transfers, tariffs,
investments)

No – local revenue is
small; resources are
not allocated to
water supply. Funds
used by council.

No – local revenue
(UGX 80m) consumed
by LG council. Central
Govt transfers
finance water supply.

No – Central Govt
transfers fund bulk
of district’s plan;
local revenue is
minimal

No – Central Govt
transfers constitute
bulk of finance for
district water supply

Have life cycle costs been calculated for different
service options and approaches within the
district/province? (i.e. CapEx, OpEx, CapManEx, Direct
Support Costs, Indirect Support Costs, Cost of Capital)

No – guided by
templates availed by
Ministry of Water

No – guided by
templates availed by
Ministry of Water

No – guided by
templates availed
by Ministry of Water

No – guided by
templates availed by
Ministry of Water

Does understanding of life cycle costs feed into budget
allocations and planning?

No – budget and
planning not linked
to life cycle costing

No – budget and
planning not linked to
life cycle costing

No – budget and
planning not linked
to life cycle costing

No – budget and
planning not linked
to life cycle costing

Yes – there is clarity

Yes – there is clarity

Yes – there is clarity

Yes – there is clarity

Yes – they are
upheld

Yes – they are upheld

Yes – they are
upheld

Yes – they are
upheld

Partly – O&M gaps
exist

Partly – there are
gaps in operation and
maintenance

Partly – structure
not fully-staffed

Partly – O&M gaps
exist

Institutional Arrangements
Are roles and responsibilities for management and
delivery of water supply services clear at the
district/national level?
Are these roles and responsibilities upheld in practice?
Is there capacity at the district/national level to assess,
plan, budget, implement and monitor for effective
water service delivery?
UPGro/WAU
Unlocking the Potential of Groundwater for the Poor
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Functional Area

Luwero

Are national level policies in place that provide for
ongoing financing and quality of water services?

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

Yes – national water
policy in place

Yes – national water
policy in place

Yes – national water Yes – national water
policy in place
policy in place

Yes – completed
projects are publicly
commissioned.

Yes – voters hold
politicians liable;
technical staff
account to Govt

Yes – completed
projects are
publicly
commissioned.

Yes – politicians and
technocrats
accountable to
voters & Govt, resp.

Yes – feedback
mechanism in place

Yes – feedback
mechanism in place

Yes – feedback
mechanism in place

Yes – feedback
mechanism in place

No – not all the time

Yes – user feedback
is acted upon

Yes – user
feedback is acted
upon

Yes – user feedback
is acted upon

Yes – info regularly
displayed on District
Notice Board; sector
performance report
is public.

Yes – info regularly
displayed on District
Notice Board; sector
performance report
is public.

Yes – info regularly
displayed on
District Notice
Board; sector
performance report
is public.

Yes – info regularly
displayed on District
Notice Board; sector
performance report
is public.

Is there a government-led, regularly updated system to Yes – quarterly
monitor water service levels?
reports

Yes – quarterly
reports

Yes – quarterly
reports

Yes – quarterly
reports

Are harmonised, nationally agreed indicators used to
monitor service levels in the district/province?

Yes – national
indicators in place

Yes – national
indicators in place

Yes – national
indicators in place

Accountability
Are implementers held to account by government for
the implementation of national standards for water
supply?
Is there a functional feedback mechanism between
service users and providers/regulators?
Is user feedback acted upon by service
providers/regulators?
Is data about the performance of water supply services
(i.e. service level monitoring data) and budget
processes & aid flows transparent; publically
available?

Monitoring

Yes – national
indicators in place
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Functional Area

Luwero

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

Is there a comprehensive baseline for water supply
including an inventory of water supply assets?

Yes – asset register
updated annually

Yes – asset register
updated annually

Yes – asset register
updated annually

Yes – asset register
updated annually

Is water service level monitoring data used to inform
plans, investments, and joint sector review processes?

Yes – investments
are equity-driven

Yes – investments
are equity-driven

Yes – investments
are equity-driven

Yes – investments
are equity-driven

Do service providers have the capacity to deliver and
ensure good quality waters supply services?

Yes – public sector
procedures guide
choice of providers

Yes – public sector
procedures guide
choice of providers

Partly – capacity
gaps exist

Yes – public sector
procedures guide
choice of providers

Does service delivery at the local level align and
adhere to national norms and standards?

Partly- there are
gaps as low quality
of spares find way to
the districts

Partly- there are
gaps as low quality of
spares find way to
the districts

Partly- there are
gaps as low quality
of spares find way
to the districts

Partly- there are
gaps as low quality
of spares find way to
the districts

Sufficient oversight to ensure quality of installation?

Partly – water office
and supervision
consultants, but
practice varies

Partly – water office
and supervision
consultants, but
practice varies

Partly – water office
and supervision
consultants, but
practice varies

Partly – water office
and supervision
consultants, but
practice varies

Yes – from district
LG and NGOs

Yes – the NGO John
4:14 supports Budaka
district

Yes – district LG
handles major
repairs

Yes – the NGO Link to
Progress augments
District LG support

Yes – groundwater
maps are in place

Yes – groundwater
maps are in place

Partly – information
on water resources
is not exhaustive

Yes – maps of water
resources available

Service Delivery

Do service users have access to external support
(from the district or other actors) for maintenance and
management?

Water Resources
Is there sufficient information on water resources &
disaster risks to select appropriate service options?
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Functional Area

Luwero

Are threats to water supply services, water resources
and the wider environment understood & mitigated?
Are water resources regularly monitored?

Budaka

Kumi

Oyam

Partly – understood,
not mitigated

Yes – threat are
understood

Partly –
understood, not
mitigated

Yes – threat are
understood

Partly – water
resource monitoring
plan in place; not
financed

Yes – regular
monitoring occurs

Partly – water
resource
monitoring plan in
place; not financed

Yes – regular
monitoring occurs
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6.

Conclusion

This analysis generated complementary data about institutional (district-level) factors, which
affect the functionality of rural boreholes fitted with hand pumps. Although assessments were
conducted in only four pre-selected districts, the findings explain gaps with respect to functionality
of rural groundwater supply. Conclusions drawn from the assessment are presented as follows.
High interest, low to moderate influence. District-level actors exhibited high interest in the
provision and sustainability of water supply services in the district. Nonetheless, the influence of
aforesaid actors on district water supply sustainability was of varying degree. Limited say on
allocation of resources for both new investments and maintenance of existing boreholes was cited.
Clarity of roles and responsibilities for water supply provision in districts. The assessments
confirmed national policy and practice vary. It was established water provision and sustainability
roles are split between the district local government (new investments, major O&M works, asset
ownership, among others), and user-communities (minor O&M, tariff setting, managing revenues).
Functionality of rural groundwater supply faces a myriad of threats. Underlying causes of
handpump failure range from poor construction practices, inadequate community management
models to lack of ownership. While insufficient finance was cited as a barrier to sustainability, it was
not much of a problem compared to user-related challenges such as poor handling of handpumps.
Even so, underlying root causes are not as obvious as symptoms of handpump failure – the latter
most manifest in form of low yield, poor water quality and mechanical failure of handpumps.
Enabling environment for water supply sustainability is strong. Save for few functions in one
district (Luwero), the sector building blocks at district level were assessed as either transitional or
fully-transitioned. The perceived strength of service delivery could be attributed to two decades of
implementing Uganda’s decentralisation policy. Introduced in 1997 under the Local Government
Act of 1997, a previously highly centralized Ugandan state has gradually turned into a decentralized
one following the transfer of powers, functions and services from the central government to local
(district and sub-county) councils. The policy inherently decentralized service delivery institutions
and their governance in order to improve access to services for the rural poor. While gaps exist in
service delivery as explained in various sections of the report, district-led water governance has
benefited from delegation of core functions – including the building blocks that were the focus of
the sustainability assessment.
The rural water sub-sector benefits from a culture of regular performance reviews, which is
cascaded from the centre (Ministry of Water and Environment) to district local governments. Strong
performance in coordination, institutional arrangements, accountability and so on, is a result of
years of mentorship – even though the desired state (fully-transitioned) is yet be attained.
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Annex I: Pictorial of Workshops

Consultation: Budaka

Consultation: Kumi

Consultation: Oyam
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